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Abstrat. Exploiting the full omputational power of always deeper hi-
erarhial multiproessor mahines requires a very areful distribution of
threads and data among the underlying non-uniform arhiteture. The
emergene of multi-ore hips and NUMA mahines makes it impor-
tant to minimize the number of remote memory aesses, to favor ahe
anities, and to guarantee fast ompletion of synhronization steps. By
using the BubbleShed platform as a threading bakend for the GOMP
OpenMP ompiler, we are able to easily transpose anities of thread
teams into sheduling hints using abstrations alled bubbles. We then
propose a sheduling strategy suited to nested OpenMP parallelism. The
resulting preliminary performane evaluations show an important im-
provement of the speedup on a typial NAS OpenMP benhmark appli-
ation.
Keywords: OpenMP, Nested Parallelism, Hierarhial Thread Shedul-
ing, Bubbles, Multi-Core, NUMA, SMP.
1 Introdution
The emergene of deeply hierarhial arhitetures based on multi-threaded
multi-ore hips and NUMA mahines raises the need for a areful distribution of
threads and data. Indeed, ahe misses and NUMA penalties beome more and
more important with the omplexity of the mahine, making these onstraints as
important as parallelization. They require some new programming models and
new tools to make the most out of these underlying arhitetures.
As quoted by Gao et al. [GSS
+
06℄, it is important to expose domain-spei
knowledge semantis to the various software omponents in order to organize
omputation aording to the appliation and arhiteture. Indeed, the whole
software stak, from the appliation to the sheduler, should be involved in the
parallelizing, sheduling and loality adaptation deisions by providing useful
information to the other omponents.
Therefore, in OpenMP frameworks, the information extrated by the om-
piler (about memory anity and adherene to the same parallel setion) an be
very useful for the guidane of task/thread sheduling. On the other hand, it is
very important to rely on arhiteture spei onstraints when making these
sheduling deisions. A tight interation between the OpenMP stak and the
underlying hardware-aware sheduler is thus required.
The most deliate point, when dealing with irregular appliations, is to ex-
ploit this knowledge at runtime (during the whole exeution time) so as to main-
tain a good balaning of threads when events arise (task termination, reation
of new embedded parallel setions, bloking synhronization, et.).
In this paper, we propose a hierarhial threading library able to follow/obey
sheduling diretives and advies in a very powerful manner. Sheduling informa-
tion (anity, group membership) is attahed to bubbles, whih are abstrations
that an reursively group threads or bubbles sharing ommon properties.
We report on preliminary experienes on top of a 8-way multi-ore NUMA
mahine and we show that running OpenMP appliations on top of our run-
time system greatly enhanes performane on hierarhial arhitetures under
irregular onditions. We also propose insights regarding the extration of useful
information by the ompiler for our runtime and disuss the addition of a ouple
of non-standard OpenMP diretives that would improve performane.
2 Sheduling Appliations Featuring Nested, Irregular
Parallelism
Ahieving the best possible performane when programming OpenMP applia-
tions requires developers to expose the parallelism and to expliitly design their
ode to drive its parallel behavior. Therefore, it is quite ommon nowadays to
dene per-thread spei data strutures (in order to avoid false-sharing) and
use a stati, possibly pre-alulated, distribution of the workload to get good
data loality [MM06℄. Indeed, this model suits very well regular appliations
with oarse-grain parallelism.
However, this approah is hardly usable when dealing with irregular applia-
tions that rather need a dynami load balaning mehanism. The use of omplex
synhronization shemes, or even bloking systems alls, may also be responsible
for introduing irregularities regarding the omputing load on the available pro-
essors. Using OpenMP dynami sheduling diretives an sometimes improve
performane. In some ases, however, it may penalize data loality or even intro-
due false sharing eets, whih an severely impat performane on hierarhial
arhitetures.
Another approah is to inrease the number of potential parallel tasks using
nested parallelism, so that threads an be dynamially (re)alloated aording to
the workload disparity. The performane of suh a dynami thread management,
when supported
1
, heavily relies on the underlying runtime implementation, but
also on the underlying operating system's sheduler. This explains why OpenMP
users have been experiening poor performane with the nested apabilities of
1
Nested parallelism is urrently an optional feature in OpenMP.
some OpenMP ompilers, and have ended up performing expliit thread pro-
gramming on top of OpenMP [BS05,GOM
+
00℄ or expliitely binding thread
groups to proessors [Zha06℄.
Nevertheless, there exists some very good implementations of OpenMP nested
parallelism, suh as Omni/ST [TTSY00℄ for instane. Suh implementations are
typially based on a ne-grain thread management system that uses a xed
number of threads to exeute an arbitrary number of laments, as done in the
Cilk multithreaded system [FLR98℄. The performane obtained over symmetrial
multiproessors is often very good, mostly beause many tasks an be exeuted
sequentially with almost no overhead when all proessors are busy. However,
sine these systems provide no support for attahing high level information suh
as memory anity to the generated tasks, many appliations will atually ahieve
poor performane on hierarhial, NUMA multiproessors.
One ould probably enhane these OpenMP implementations to use anity
information extrated by the ompiler so as to better distribute tasks or threads
over the underlying proessors. However, sine only the underlying thread shed-
uler has omplete ontrol over sheduling events suh as proessor idleness, blok-
ing sysall or even thread preemption, this information ould only be used to
inuene task alloation at the beginning of eah parallel setion.
We believe that a better solution would be to transmit information extrated
by the ompiler to the underlying thread sheduler in a persistent manner, and
that only a tight integration of appliation-provided meta-data and arhiteture
desription an let the underlying sheduler take appropriate deisions during
the whole appliation run time. In other words, one an see this ongurable
sheduler framework as a domain-spei language enabling sientists to transfer
their knowledge to the runtime system [GSS
+
06℄.
3 MaGOMP: an Implementation of GNU OpenMP for
Hierarhial Mahines
To evaluate the potential gain of providing a thread sheduler with persistent
information extrated by an OpenMP ompiler, we have extended the GNU
OpenMP runtime system (i.e. the libgomp library) so as to rely on the Marel
thread library. This library provides failities for attahing various information to
groups of threads, together with a framework that helps to develop shedulers
apable of using these metadata. Sheduling poliies are simply developed as
plug-ins.
Before desribing our extensions to the GNU OpenMP ompiler suite, we
rst present the most important features of the Marel library.
3.1 The Bubble Sheduling Model
Marel is a POSIX-ompliant thread library featuring extensions for easily writ-
ing eient, ustomized shedulers for hierarhial arhitetures. The API of
Marel provides funtions to group threads using nested sets alled bubbles [Thi05℄.
These abstrations allow programmers to model the relationships between the
dierent threads of an appliation. Figure 1 illustrates this onept: four threads
are grouped as pairs in bubbles (assuming they work on the same data), whih
are themselves grouped along another thread in a larger bubble (assuming they
share information less often). Bubbles allow expression of relationships like data
sharing, olletive operations, or more generally a partiular sheduling poliy
need (serialization, gang sheduling, et.). Hierarhial mahines are modelled
with a hierarhy of runqueues. Eah omponent of eah hierarhial level of the
mahine is represented by one runqueue: one per logial proessor, one per ore,
one per hip, one per NUMA node, and one for the whole mahine. Marel 's
ground sheduler then uses a hierarhial Self-Sheduling algorithm. Whenever
idle, a proessor sans all runqueues that span it, and exeutes the rst thread
that is found, from bottom to top. For instane, if the thread is on a runqueue
that represents a hip, it may be run by any proessor of this hip (see Figure 2).
Fig. 1. Expressing thread relationships: graphial and tree-based representa-
tions.
As mentioned previously, Marel provides a high-level API for writing pow-
erful and portable shedulers that manipulate threads, bubbles and runqueues.
Threads and bubbles are equally onsidered as entities, while bubbles and run-
queues are equally onsidered as sheduling holders, so that we end up with
entities (threads or bubbles) that we an shedule on holders (bubbles or run-
queues). Primitives are then provided for manipulating entities in holders. Run-
queues an be aessed through vetors, and an be walked through thanks to
parent and hild pointers. Some funtions permit to gather statistis about
bubbles so as to take appropriate deisions. This inludes for instane the total
number of threads and the number of running threads, but also various infor-
mation suh as the aumulated expeted and urrent CPU omputation time
or memory usage, or the ahe miss rates.
Writing a high-level sheduler atually redues to writing some hook fun-
tions. The main one is atually alled when the ground Self-Sheduler enounters
a bubble during its searh for the next thread to exeute. The default implemen-
tation just looks for a thread in the bubble (or one of its sub-bubbles) and
swithes to it. The bubble_tik() hook is alled when some time-slie for a
bubble expires, and hene permits periodi operations on bubbles with a per-
bubble notion of time. Of ourse, mere daemon threads an also be started for
performing bakground operations. As a result, sheduling experts may manipu-
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Fig. 2. Sheduling of bubbles and threads on the runqueues of a hierarhial
mahine.
late threads with a high level of abstration by deiding the plaement of bubbles
on runqueues, or even temporarily putting some bubbles aside (by dening their
own runqueues that the basi Self-Sheduler will not look at).
3.2 Generating Bubbles Out of OpenMP Parallel Setions
The GNU OpenMP ompiler[gom℄, GOMP, is based on an extension of the
GCC 4.2 ompiler that onverts OpenMP pragmas into threading alls. The
reation of threads and teams is atually delegated to a shared library, libgomp,
whih ontains an abstration layer to map OpenMP threads onto various thread
implementations. This way, any appliation previously ompiled by GOMP may
be relinked against an implementation of libgomp on another thread type and
transparently work the same.
We used this exible design to develop MaGOMP, a port of GOMP on top
of the Marel threading library in whih BubbleShed is implemented. To do so,
a Marel adaptation of libgomp threads has been added to the existing abstra-
tion layer. We rely on Marel 's fully POSIX ompatible interfae to guarantee
that MaGOMP will behave as well as GOMP on pthreads. Then, it beomes pos-
sible to run any existing OpenMP appliation on top of BubbleShed by simply
relinking it.
One Marel threads are reated they basially behave by default as native
pthreads without any notion of team or memory anity. BubbleShed hooks have
been added in the libgomp ode to provide information about thread teams by
reating bubbles aordingly.
Therefore, when a thread enounters a nested parallel region and beomes
the master of a new team, it reates a bubble within its urrently holding bubble.
Then, it moves itself into this new bubble and reates the team's slave threads
inside it. Finally, the master dispathes the workload aross the team. One their
work is ompleted, slave threads die while the master destroys the bubble and
returns to its original team. As shown on Figure 3, only a few lines of ode are
needed to assoiate a nested team hierarhy with a bubble hierarhy.
void gomp_team_start (void (*fn) (void *), void *data, unsigned nthreads,
strut gomp_work_share *work_share) {
strut gomp_team *team;
team = new_team (nthreads, work_share);
... /* Pak 'fn' and 'data' into the 'start_data' struture */
if (nthreads > 1 && team->prev_ts.team != NULL) {
/* nested parallelism, insert a marel bubble */
marel_bubble_t *holder = marel_bubble_holding_task (thr->tid);
marel_bubble_init (&team->bubble);
marel_bubble_insertbubble (holder, &team->bubble);
marel_bubble_inserttask (&team->bubble, thr->tid);
marel_attr_setinitbubble (&gomp_thread_attr, &team->bubble);
}
for(int i=1; i < nbthreads; i++) {
pthread_reate (NULL, &gomp_thread_attr,
gomp_thread_start, start_data);
...
}
}
Fig. 3. One-to-One orrespondene betweenMarel 's bubble and GOMP's team
hierarhies.
3.3 A Sheduling Strategy Suited to OpenMP Nested Parallelism
The hallenge of a sheduler for the nested parallelism of OpenMP resides in
how to distribute the threads over the mahine. This must be done in a way
that favors both a good balaning of the omputation and, in the ase of multi-
ore and NUMA mahines, a good anity of threads, for better ahe eets
and avoiding the remote memory aess penalty.
For ahieving this, we wrote a bubble spread sheduler onsisting of a
mere reursive funtion that uses the API desribed in setion 3.1 to greedily
distribute the hierarhy of bubbles and threads over the hierarhy of runqueues.
This funtion takes in an array of urrent entities and an array of urrent
runqueues. It rst sorts the list of urrent entities aording to their omputation
load (either expliitly speied by the programmer, or inferred from the number
of threads). It then greedily distributes them onto the urrent runqueues by
keeping assigning the biggest entity to the least loaded runqueue
2
, and reurse
separately into the sub-runqueues of eah urrent runqueue.
It often happens that an entity is muh more loaded than others (beause it
is a very deep hierarhial bubble for instane). In suh a ase, a reursive all is
made with this bubble exploded: the bubble is removed from the urrent enti-
ties and replaed by its ontent (bubbles and threads). How big a bubble needs
2
This algorithm omes from the greedy algorithm typially used for resolving the
bi-partition problem.
to be for being exploded is a parameter that has to be tuned. This may depend
on the appliation itself, sine it permits to hoose between respeting anities
(by pulling intat bubbles as low as possible) and balaning the omputation
load (by exploding bubbles for having small entities for better distribution).
This way, anities between threads are taken into aount: sine they are by
onstrution in the same bubble hierarhy, the threads of the same external loop
iterations are spread together on the same NUMA node or the same multiore
hip for instane, thus reduing the NUMA penalty and enhaning ahe eets.
Other repartition algorithms are of ourse possible, we are urrently working
on a even more anity-based algorithm that avoids bubble explosions as muh
as possible.
4 Performane Evaluation
We validated our approah by experimenting with the BT-MZ appliation. It is
one of the 3D Fluid-Dynamis simulation appliations of the Multi-Zone version
of the NAS Parallel Benhmark [dWJ03℄ 3.2. In this version, the mesh is split
in the x and y diretions into zones. Parallelization is then performed twie:
simulation an be performed rather independently on the dierent zones with
periodi fae data exhange (oarse grain outer parallelization), and simulation
itself an be parallelized among the z axis (ne grain inner parallelization).
As opposed to other Multi-Zone NAS Parallel Benhmarks, the BT-MZ ase is
interesting beause zones have very irregular sizes: the size of the biggest zone
an be as big as 25 times the size of the smallest one. In the original SMP soure
ode, outer parallelization is ahieved by using Unix proesses while the inner
parallelization is ahieved through an OpenMP stati parallel setion. Similarly
to Ayguade et al. [AGMJ04℄, we modied this to use two nested OpenMP stati
parallel setions instead, using no ∗ ni threads.
The target mahine holds 8 dual-ore AMD Opteron 1.8GHz NUMA hips
(hene a total of 16 ores) and 64GB of memory. The measured NUMA fator
between hips
3
varies from 1.06 (for neighbor hips) to 1.4 (for most distant
hips). We used the lass A problem, omposed of 16 zones. We tested both
the Native POSIX Thread Library of Linux 2.6 (NPTL) and the Marel library,
before trying the Marel library with our bubble spread sheduler.
We rst tried non-nested approahes by only enabling either outer parallelism
or inner parallelism, as shown in Figure 4:
Outer parallelism(no ∗ 1): Zones themselves are distributed among the pro-
essors. Due to the irregular sizes of zones and the fat that there is only a
few of them, the omputation is not well balaned, and hene the ahieved
speedup is limited by the biggest zones.
Inner parallelism(1 ∗ ni): Simulation in zones are performed sequentially, but
simulations themselves are parallelized among the z axis. The omputation
3
The NUMA fator is the ratio between remote memory aess and loal memory
aess times.
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Fig. 4. Outer parallelism (no ∗ 1) and inner parallelism (1 ∗ ni).
balane is exellent, but the nature of the simulation introdues a lot of
inter-proessor data exhange. Partiularly beause of the NUMA nature of
the mahine, the speedup is hene limited to 7.
So as to get the benets of both approahes (loality and balane), we then
tried the nested approah by enabling both parallelisms. As disussed by Duran
et al. [DGC05℄, the ahieved speedup depends on the relative number of threads
reated by the inner and the outer parallelisms, so we tried up to 16 threads for
the outer parallelism (i.e. the maximum sine there are 16 zones), and up to 8
threads for the inner parallelism. The results are shown on Figure 5. The nested
speedup ahieved by NPTL is very limited (up to 6.28), and is atually worse
than what pure inner parallelism an ahieve (almost 7, not represented here
beause the "Inner" axis maximum was trunated to 8 for better readability).
Marel behaves better (probably beause user threads are more lightweight),
but it still an not ahieve a better speedup than 8.16. This is due to the fat
that neither NPTL nor Marel takes anities of threads into aount, leading
to very frequent remote memory aesses, ahe invalidation, et. We hene
used our bubble strategy to distribute the bubble hierarhy orresponding to
the nested OpenMP parallelism over the whole mahine, and ould then ahieve
better results (up to 10.2 speedup with 16 ∗ 4 threads). This improvement is due
to the fat that the bubble strategy arefully distribute the omputation over
the mahine (on runqueues) in an anity-aware way (the bubble hierarhy).
It must be noted that for ahieving the latter result, the only addition we
had to do to the BT-MZ soure ode is the following line:
all marel_set_load(int(pro_zone_size(myid+1)))
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Fig. 5. Nested parallelism.
that expliitly tells the bubble spread sheduler the load of eah zone, so that
they an be properly distributed over the mahine. Suh a lue (whih ould
even be dynami) is very preious for permitting the runtime environment to
make appropriate deisions, and should probably be added as an extension to
the OpenMP standard. Another way to ahieve load balaning would be to reate
more or less threads aording to the zone size [AGMJ04℄. This is however a bit
more diult to implement than the mere funtion all above.
5 Conlusion
In this paper, we disussed the importane of establishing a persistent oop-
eration between an OpenMP ompiler and the underlying runtime system for
ahieving high performane on nowadaysmulti-ore NUMAmahines. We showed
how we extended the GNU OpenMP implementation, GOMP, for making use of
the exible Marel thread library and its high-level bubble abstration. This per-
mitted us to implement a sheduling strategy that is suited to OpenMP nested
parallelism. The preliminary results show that it improves the ahieved speedup
a lot.
At this point, we are enhaning our implementation so as to introdue just-
in-time alloation for Marel threads, bringing in the notion of ghost threads,
that would only be alloated when rst run by a proessor. In the short term,
we will keep validating the obtained results over several other OpenMP applia-
tions, suh as Ondes3D (Frenh Atomi Energy Commission). We will ompare
the resulting performane with other OpenMP ompilers and runtimes. We also
intend to develop an extension to the OpenMP standard that will provide pro-
grammers with the ability to speify load information in their appliations, whih
the runtime will be able to use to eiently distribute threads.
In the longer run, we plan to extrat the properties of memory anity at the
ompiler level, and express them by injeting gathered information into more
aurate attributes within the bubble abstration. These properties may be ob-
tained either thanks to new diretives à la UPC
4
[CDC
+
99℄ or be omputed
automatially via stati analysis [SGDA05℄. For instane, this kind of infor-
mation is helpful for a bubble-spreading sheduler, as we want to determine
whih bubbles to explode or to deide whether or not it is interesting to apply a
migrate-on-next-touh meanism [NLRH06℄ upon a sheduler deision. All these
extensions will rely on a memory management library that attahes information
to bubbles aording to memory anity, so that, when migrating bubbles, the
runtime system an migrate not only threads but also the orresponding data.
4
The UPC forall statement adds to the traditional for statement a fourth eld
that desribes the anity under whih to exeute the loop
6 Software Availability
Marel and BubbleShed are available for download within the PM2 distri-
bution at http://runtime.futurs.inria.fr/Runtime/logiiels.htmlunder
the GPL liense. The MaGOMP port of libgomp will be available soon and may
be obtained on demand in the meantime.
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